The use of high-throughput experiments, such as RNA-seq, to simultaneously identify 9 differentially abundant entities across conditions has become widespread, but the systematic 10 planning of such studies is currently hampered by the lack of general-purpose tools to do so. 11 Here we demonstrate that there is substantial variability in performance across statistical 12 tests, normalization techniques and study conditions, potentially leading to significant 13 wastage of resources and/or missing information in the absence of careful study design. We 14 present a broadly applicable experimental design tool called EDDA, and the first for single-15 cell RNA-seq, Nanostring and Metagenomic studies, that can be used to i) rationally choose 16 from a panel of statistical tests, ii) measure expected performance for a study and iii) plan 17 experiments to minimize mis-utilization of valuable resources. Using case studies from recent 18 single-cell RNA-seq, Nanostring and Metagenomics studies, we highlight its general utility 19 and, in particular, show a) the ability to correctly model single-cell RNA-seq data and do 20 comparisons with 1/5 th the amount of sequencing currently used and b) that the selection of 21 suitable statistical tests strongly impacts the ability to detect biomarkers in Metagenomic 22 studies. Furthermore, we demonstrate that a novel mode-based normalization employed in 23 EDDA uniformly improves in robustness over existing approaches (10-20%) and increases 24 precision to detect differential abundance by up to 140%. 25 63 designed a robust alternative (mode-normalization) that uniformly improves over existing 64 approaches. We then propose a new paradigm for rational study design based on the ability to 65 model counting experiments in a wide spectrum of applications (Figure 1). The resulting 66 general-purpose tool called EDDA (for "Experimental Design in Differential Abundance 67 analysis"), is the first program to enable researchers to design experiments for single-cell 68 RNA-seq, NanoString assays and Metagenomic sequencing and we highlight its use through 69 case studies. EDDA provides researchers access to an array of popular DATs through an 70 intuitive online interface (http://edda.gis.a-star.edu.sg) and answers questions such as "How 71 much sequencing should I be doing?", "Does the study adequately capture biological 72 variability?" and "Which test should I use to sensitively detect differential abundance in my 73 application setting?". To provide full access to its functionality, EDDA is also available as a 74 user-friendly R package (on SourceForge: https://sourceforge.net/projects/eddanorm/ and 75 Bioconductor: http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/devel/bioc/html/EDDA.html), and is easily 76 extendable to new DATs and simulation models.
INTRODUCTION 26
The availability of high-throughput approaches to do counting experiments (e.g. by using 27 DNA sequencing) has enabled scientists in diverse fields (especially in Biology) to 28 simultaneously study a large set of entities (e.g. genes or species) and quantify their relative 29 abundance. These estimates are then compared across replicates and experimental conditions 30 to identify entities whose abundance is significantly altered. One of the most common 31 scenarios for such experiments is in the study of gene expression levels, where sequencing 32 (with protocols such as SAGE 1 , PET 2 and RNA-Seq 3 ) and probe-based approaches 4 can be In particular, we identified data normalization as a source of performance variability and Abundance profile (AP): The relative abundance of entities is often seen to follow a power 157 law distribution (Supplementary Figure 3) , but the precise shape can vary and together with 158 the number of data-points generated, impact overall performance for an application. In 159 particular, testing differential abundance for rare entities (with low relative abundance) can 160 be difficult and could explain the variability in performance seen in Figure 3c . While all 161 methods have lower AUC for a rare-entity-enriched profile from Wu et al 23 (Supplementary 162 Figure 3) , some methods seem to be more robust (e.g. baySeq) or tuned to detect rare entities 163 (e.g. Metastats), while others experience a larger relative drop in performance (e.g. Cuffdiff 164 or NOISeq), suggesting that DAT choices need to take abundance profiles into account. 165 Perturbation profile: The affect of specific profiles of differential abundance on prediction 166 performance is likely to be the least predictable from first-principles and this was also seen in 167 our experiments (Figure 4) . Altering the fraction of differentially abundant entities alone 168 could reorder the performance of various statistical tests, as seen in Figures 4a and 4b , where 169 baySeq went from being the worst performer to the best performer. Furthermore, switching 170 the distribution of fold-changes was also seen to affect results as seen in Figures 4b and 4c , 171 with NOISeq now becoming the best performing DAT. Other parameters such as the 172 abundance profile also combine with the perturbation profile to influence relative 173 performance as seen in Figures 4b and 4d , where DEseq went from being one of the best to 174 being the worst performer. Overall, no single DAT was found to outperform others 175 (Supplementary Figure 4) , highlighting that specific experimental characteristics and 176 choices need to be taken into account while choosing an appropriate DAT.
177
Modelling Assumptions and Normalization 178 In the absence of variability across replicates and experimental biases, counting experiments 179 of the sort studied here can naturally be modelled as samples from a Multinomial distribution. 180 To simulate technical and intrinsic variability, a common approach has been to model the 181 relative abundance of each entity across replicates using the Negative Binomial 182 distribution 15, 24 . In fact, in many studies this is the model from which counts are simulated for 183 each entity 15, 25 , independent of those for other entities (we refer to this as the Negative However, for a few DATs (baySeq, NOISeq and Cuffdiff) we observed deterioration in performance on the Full model when compared to a similar experiment using the Negative 189 Binomial model (Supplementary Figure 5) suggesting that the Full model is a better 190 measure of performance of a DAT. 191 By analysing several published and in-house datasets we established that, in general, for bulk 192 transcriptome sequencing (confirming earlier reports 15, 24 ), Nanostring assays and Shotgun 193 Metagenomic sequencing (not shown in prior work), variability in replicates can be 194 adequately modelled using the negative binomial distribution (Supplementary Figure 6 ). An 195 exception to this rule was, however, seen in single-cell RNA-seq experiments in accordance 196 with observations of unusually high cell-to-cell variability in recent reports 26,27 197 ( Supplementary Figure 6c, d) . For cases where an appropriate model for variability across 198 replicates is not available (as in the single-cell case), we developed a Model-Free approach, 199 that uses sub-sampling (and appropriate scaling where needed) of existing datasets to provide 200 simulated datasets that match sample-to-sample variability in real datasets better (with the 201 drawback that it relies on the availability of a dataset with many replicates; see Methods).
202
To evaluate the data generation models used in this study (either model-based or model-free), 203 as well as establish their suitability for the design of EDDA, we first investigated 204 distributional properties of real and simulated datasets (Supplementary Figure 7) . The
205
results here indicate that while overall both simulation approaches (where applicable) provide 206 good approximations and capture the general trend, the Model-Free approach more closely 207 mimics true sample variability (Supplementary Figure 7) . We next tested the suitability of 208 an approach where simulated datasets are generated to mimic an existing pilot dataset and 209 employed to measure trends in performance. Our results confirmed that simulated data 210 generated by our simulation models enable reliable measurement of true performance for 211 DATs (relative-error in AUC < 6%) and monitoring of trends as a function of experimental 212 choices and characteristics (Supplementary Figure 8) . In addition, experimental 213 recommendations from EDDA simulations were also found to match DAT recommendations 214 based on benchmarking on real datasets 28 (Supplementary Figure 9 ), suggesting that EDDA 215 can help avoid this step and still reliably guide experimental design.
216
In some experimental settings, variability in replicates can be extremely low and directly 217 simulating from the Multinomial distribution (a special case of the Full model that we refer to 218 as the Multinomial model; see Methods) is sufficient. In principal, with enough data-points, 219 statistical testing under the Multinomial model should be straightforward and we expect 220 various DATs to perform well. The few exceptions that we noted, suggest that aspects other 221 than statistical testing, such as data normalization, may play a role in their reduced 222 performance (Supplementary Figure 5) . 223 An investigation of different normalization approaches (Table 2) under the various 224 experimental conditions explored in this study suggests that their robustness can vary 225 significantly as a function of the experimental setting. In particular, we observed a few 226 settings under which many of the existing approaches performed sub-optimally (Figure 5a ) 227 and to address this we designed a new method (mode-normalization) that analyzes the 228 distribution of un-normalized fold-changes of entities using mode statistics to select a suitable 229 normalization factor (see Methods and Supplementary Figure 10) . We compared mode-230 normalization to the default normalization and a popular alternate (Upper-quartile 231 Normalization), for each DAT and across all the conditions tested here, to find that the use of 232 mode-normalization uniformly improved performance (on average, AUC by 9% and 233 precision by 14% at 5% FDR). Also, in cases where the performance of a few DATs dipped 234 under the Multinomial model, mode-normalization was able to rescue the AUC values 235 (Supplementary Figure 5d ). In addition, we identified several examples where mode-236 normalization significantly improved AUC values for all the DATs tested (improving 237 precision to detect differential abundance by up to 140% at 5% FDR), highlighting that performance across DATs. Note that, no normalization can be expected to work under all 243 conditions and simulated datasets generated by EDDA can also be valuable to compare and 244 choose among alternative normalization techniques.
245
To further evaluate normalization methods on real datasets, we studied the consistency of 246 differential abundance predictions (against predictions on the full dataset) upon down-247 sampling of data-points, using 3 deeply-sequenced RNA-seq datasets 28 (Figure 5b) . These 248 results highlight the robustness of mode-normalization versus other popular approaches 249 (UQN and TMM; Table 2 ). Mode-normalization was found to improve robustness by 10-250 20% across datasets and was the least affected by imbalances in sequencing depth across 251 conditions (Figure 5b ). 253 The observed variability in the performance of DATs across experimental characteristics and 254 choices, and the demonstration that data from many kinds of high-throughput experiments 255 can be adequately modelled in silico, motivated the use of a simulate-and-test paradigm in 256 EDDA to guide experimental design (see Figure 1a and Methods). EDDA allows users fine-257 scale control of all the variables discussed here (summarized in Table 1 ), but also provides 258 the option to directly learn experimental parameters (and models for the model-free 259 approach) from pilot or publicly-available datasets. Some of the commonly expected modes 260 of usage for EDDA are discussed in the methods section EDDA Modules and illustrated in 261 Figure 1b . Furthermore, to showcase the use of EDDA and mode-normalization, we present 262 results from EDDA analysis of several recently generated datasets in three different 263 experimental settings, each highlighting a different aspect of the utility of the package in a 264 practical scenario.
Applications of EDDA and mode-normalization

265
For the first case study, we analyzed data from a recent single-cell RNA-seq study of 266 circulating tumor cells (CTCs) from melanoma patients 29 . The authors generated on average 267 1000 data-points per entity (> 20 million reads) and used a one-way ANOVA test (equivalent 268 to a t-test) to identify differentially abundant genes between CTCs and primary melanocytes. 269 We reanalyzed the data using EDDA to simulate synthetic datasets that mimicked real data 270 (with the Model-Free approach and a 96-cell dataset generated as a resource for this study) with the choice of DAT playing a more significant role than the amount of sequencing done.
279
Using BaySeq with on average 100 reads per gene (i.e. 2 million reads per cell as opposed to 280 the 20 million reads used in this study) and increasing the number of replicates from 5 to 50 281 (and thus maintaining sequencing cost) would be expected to boost AUC from 0.86 (and 0.75 282 using the t-test) to 0.96 and sensitivity from 57% to 72% at 5% FDR, in this study ( Figure   283 6a). Note that while practical considerations could limit the number of CTCs that can be 284 captured and studied, this should not be an issue for other cell types in this study.
In the second case study, we analyzed data from an in-house project (manuscript in 286 preparation) for the development of prognostic and predictive gene signatures in breast 287 cancer on the NanoString nCounter platform (NanoString, WA, USA). The NanoString 288 platform allows for the digital measurement of gene expression, similar to RNA-seq, but is 289 typically used to profile a small, selected set of genes in a large number of samples (107 290 genes and 306 samples in this study), making data normalization a critical step for robust 291 analysis. Using EDDA, we explored the impact of a range of normalization approaches, 292 including the one recommended in the NanoString data analysis guide (NanoString, WA, 293 USA). As shown in Figure 6b , the coefficient of variation (COV) of a panel of 6 294 housekeeping genes (ACTG1, ACTB, EIF4G2, GAPDH, RPLP0 and UBE2D4) is 295 significantly lower, as expected, when the data is properly normalized and, in particular, this 296 is the case when using mode-normalization which produces the lowest average COV across 297 all the methods tested. We then investigated the effect of normalization on the power to 298 discriminate between ER positive and negative breast cancers using a panel of 8 known ER 299 signature genes 30 . Not surprisingly, the ability to distinguish ER positive and negative breast 300 cancers improves significantly with proper normalization with mode-normalization providing 301 the largest F-score (see Methods) among all the approaches tested (Figure 6c) . 302 In our third case study, we critically assessed the analysis done in a recent Metagenomic 303 study that looked into the association of markers in gut microflora with type 2 diabetes in 304 Chinese patients 31 . Due to the complexity of the microbial community in the gut, the authors 305 reported that they were able to assemble more than 4 million microbial genes overall. 306 Correspondingly, since on average ~20 million paired-end reads were generated per sample, 307 the sequencing done here is expected to provide shallow coverage of the gene set, on average.
308
The study involved a large number of cases (71) and controls (74) and the Wilcoxon test was 309 used to identify differentially abundant genes in a case-control comparison. Another batch of 310 100 cases and controls was then used to validate biomarkers identified from the first batch. 311 We used EDDA to generate virtual microbiome profiles and assessed the performance of the 312 Wilcoxon test in this setting, in addition to the default panel of DATs ( Table 2) . EDDA 313 analysis revealed that the Wilcoxon test was likely to have been too conservative in this 314 setting and could have been improved upon using DATs like Metastats, which was designed 315 for Metagenomic data and edgeR, which is commonly used for RNA-seq analysis ( Figure   316 6d). In addition, while increased coverage is likely to improve the ability to detect true 317 differences in the microbiome, the gains are expected to be relatively modest (for edgeR, 318 ~1% increase in AUC with 10-fold increase in sequencing; Figure 6d ). Correspondingly, 319 despite the shallow coverage employed in this study, it is likely to have captured a significant 320 fraction of the biomarkers that could have been determined with more sequencing. In 321 contrast, increasing the number of replicates is likely to have markedly improved the ability 322 to detect true differences in the microbiome, (with edgeR, ~7% increase in AUC by doubling 323 the number of replicates Figure 6d ). Keeping sequencing cost fixed and using 300 replicates 324 and 5 reads per gene is thus expected to boost AUC from 0.73 (using the Wilcoxon test) in 325 the study to 0.97 (using edgeR; Figure 6d ) and sensitivity from 32% to 86% at 5% FDR.
326
Based on this, we reanalyzed cases and controls from the first batch in this study to identify 327 an additional 37,664 differentially abundant genes (17% increase) using edgeR, of which a 328 greater fraction (27% increase over the original study) were also validated in the second batch 329 of samples (Supplementary Table 2 Table 3 ). In particular, this analysis detected two bacterial genes identified as multiple sugar Supplementary Table 4 ), highlighting that improved differential abundance analysis based 340 on informed choices using EDDA can significantly impact major conclusions from a study.
341
DISCUSSION
342
The case studies highlighted in the previous section are not unique in any way and point to a analysis was appropriate or lead to incorrect results. One possible approach that could 359 account for this is to use multiple DATs to get a consensus set (also available as an option on 360 the EDDA web-server) but this can result in overly conservative predictions. For example, in 361 a recent analysis of RNA-seq data from two temporally-separated mouse brain samples using 362 edgeR and DESeq (with default parameters), we found that the intersection of differentially 363 expressed genes (at 10% FDR) contained less than 10% of the union. Breakdown of the 364 results showed that while edgeR was primarily reporting up-regulated genes (998 out of 365 1189), DESeq was largely reporting down-regulated genes (875 out of 878), with no 366 indication as to which analysis was more appropriate. EDDA simulations and analysis were 367 then used to clarify that results from edgeR were more reliable here (FPR of 3.8% vs 9.2% at 368 10% FDR) and could be improved further using mode-normalization (FPR of 1.5%).
369
Furthermore, the bias towards detecting up or down-regulated genes was intrinsic to the tests 370 here (not affected by normalization as we originally suspected) and hence reporting the union 371 of results was more appropriate. Examples such as this are not uncommon in the analysis of 372 high-throughput datasets and experimental design tools such as EDDA can help provide 373 informed answers to researchers. 374 We hope the results in this study serve to further highlight the still under-appreciated 375 importance of proper normalization for differential abundance analysis with high-throughput 376 datasets 20,33,34 . Normalization based on mode-statistics provides an intuitive alternative to 377 existing approaches, exhibiting greater robustness to experimental conditions in general, 378 >20% improved AUC performance in some conditions, as well as the ability to detect cases 379 where proper normalization may not be feasible.
380
EDDA was designed to provide an easy-to-use and general-purpose platform for 381 experimental design in the context of differential abundance analysis. To our knowledge, it is the first method that allows users to plan single-cell RNA-seq, Nanostring assays and 383 Metagenomic sequencing experiments, where the larger number of samples involved could 384 lead to important experimental tradeoffs. The combination of model-based and model-free 385 simulations in EDDA allows for greater flexibility and, in particular, we provide evidence 386 that the commonly used Negative Binomial model may not be appropriate for single-cell 387 RNA-seq, but a model-free approach (leveraging on a 96 cell dataset generated in this study) 388 is better suited. Model-free simulations using EDDA can thus serve as a basis for refining 389 new statistical tests and clustering techniques for single-cell RNA-seq. Note that a common 390 assumption in EDDA and most statistical testing packages is that deviations from the 391 multinomial model due to experimental biases can be corrected for and hence these issues 392 were ignored in this study 14, 35 .
393
The basis for EDDA is a simple simulate-and-test paradigm as the diversity of statistical tests 394 precludes more sophisticated approaches (e.g. deriving closed-form or numerical bounds on 395 expected performance). Given the simplicity of this approach, it is even more surprising that 396 the field has until now relied on rules of thumb. In light of this, the main contribution of this 397 work should be seen as the demonstration that significant variability can be observed across 398 all experimental dimensions and, therefore, lack of experimental design tailored to a 399 particular application setting can lead to substantial wastage of resources and/or loss of 400 detection power. We hope that the availability of EDDA through an intuitive, easy-to-use, 401 point-and-click web-based interface will thus encourage a wide-spectrum of researchers to 402 employ experimental design in their studies.
403
METHODS
404
Single-cell Library Preparation and Sequencing
405
ATCC® CCL-243™ cells (i.e. K562 cells) were thawed and maintained following vendor's 406 instructions using IMDM medium (ATCC® 30-2005™) supplemented with 10% FBS 407 (GIBCO® 16000-077™). The cells were fed every 2 to 3 days by dilution and maintained 408 between 2 x 10 5 and 1 x 10 6 cells/ml in 10 to 15 ml cultures kept in T25 flasks placed 409 horizontally in an incubator set at 37 °C and 5% CO2. Cells were slowly frozen two days 410 after feeding at a concentration of 4 million cells per ml in 100µl aliquots of complete 411 medium supplemented with 5% DMSO (ATCC® 4X). The cryo-vials containing the frozen 412 aliquots were kept in the vapor phase of liquid nitrogen until ready to use. On the day of the 413 C1™ experiment, a 900 µl aliquot of frozen complete medium was thawed and brought to 414 room temperature. The cryo-vial was retrieved from the cryo-storage unit and placed in direct 415 contact with dry ice until the last minute. As soon as the cryo-vial was taken out of dry ice, 416 the cells were thawed as quickly as possible at a temperature close to 37 o C (in about 30 417 seconds).
418
The room temperature complete medium was slowly added to the thawed cells directly in the Raw reads for all libraries are available for download from NCBI using the following link: profile. In addition, to avoid working with entities with very low counts, EDDA allows users 445 to filter out those with counts below a minimum threshold for all replicates (default of 10).
446
Perturbation Profile: If EDDA is provided with sample data under two conditions then the 447 profile of differential abundance seen there is assigned to genes by keeping the relationship of replicates than the number available in input data, EDDA groups entities according to their 484 average count to sub-sample entity counts. This approach was validated using RNA-seq 485 data 23 where more than 90% of genes had similar expression variability as the 10 closest 486 genes (in terms of average count; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-value < 0.05) as opposed to 487 2% of genes in the case of random groupings. After simulating variability in counts across 488 replicates using the model-free approach, EDDA also provides users the option to convert 489 counts back to a relative abundance profile for multinomial sampling of counts with a desired 490 number of data-points.
491
Mode Normalization
492
In principle, the ideal normalization factor for detecting differential abundance would be 493 based on counts for an entity that is not differentially abundant (or the sum of counts for all 494 such entities, see Figure 5 ). The idea behind mode-normalization is to identify such entities 495 under the assumption that non-differentially-abundant entities will tend to have similar un-normalized fold changes (UFCs, computed as ratio of average counts across conditions). In 497 methods such as DESeq, a related idea is implemented using a quantity called the size-factor 498 (= ratio of observed count to a pseudo-reference sample computed by taking the geometric 499 mean across samples) and by taking the median (or upper-quartile) size factor under the 500 assumption that it would typically come from a non-differentially-abundant entity.
501
Mode-normalization in EDDA is based on calculating UFCs for all entities and determining 502 the approximate modes for their empirical distribution (Supplementary Figure 10) . 503 Specifically, we used a kernel density estimation approach 37 to smooth the empirical 504 distribution and to compute local maxima for it. In cases where the number of maxima is not 505 as expected (i.e. 3, corresponding to entities with decreased, unchanged and increased relative 506 abundance), the bandwidth for smoothing was decreased as needed (starting from 0.5, in 507 steps of 0.02, till the number of maxima is as close to 3 as possible). If the final smoothed 508 distribution was uni-or tri-modal then the mode in the middle (presumably composed of non-509 differentially-abundant entities) was chosen and the normalization factor was calculated from 510 the geometric mean of 10 entity counts around the mode. For bimodal distributions, selecting 511 the correct mode is potentially error-prone and we flag this to the user, picking the mode with 512 the narrowest peak (as given by the width of the peak at half the maximum value) and 513 calculating the normalization factor as before.
514
Parameter/DAT settings and EDDA extensions
515
EDDA is designed to be a general-purpose experimental design tool (that is easily extendable 516 due to its implementation in R) and correspondingly it provides significant flexibility in user 517 settings. In addition, we investigated the question of which parameter values are typically 518 seen in common applications (e.g. RNA-seq, Nanostring analysis and Metagenomics) and 519 used these to guide the evaluations presented in this study as detailed below. 
541
In its current form, EDDA installs the DATs listed in Table 2 by default. In addition, EDDA 542 is designed to support the easy integration of new DATs and a step-by-step guide to do so 543 (with the Wilcoxon test used here as an example) is provided as part of the package (see 544 Supplementary Text). EDDA is also designed to be extendable in terms of simulation 545 models and a guide for this is also provided in the installation package (see Supplementary   546 Text).
547
EDDA modules 548
For expert users the full functionality of EDDA and mode-normalization are available in a 549 package written in the statistical computing language R that can be freely downloaded from 550 public websites such as SourceForge and Bioconductor. In addition, to enable easy access for 551 those who are unfamiliar with the R environment, we designed web-based modules that 552 encapsulate typical use cases for EDDA (http://edda.gis.a-star.edu.sg; also see Figure 1a ) 553 including modules for: To build a predictive model for type 2 diabetes from the data in Qin et al 31 , we followed the 590 procedure described there to identify 50 marker genes from the top 1000 differentially Table   604 2) as well as the recommended standard from the NanoString data analysis guide (normalized 605 by positive and negative controls, followed by global normalization). Note that as this dataset 606 has multiple categories we extended the standard two-condition version of mode-607 normalization by randomly labelling samples as controls or cases to identify the top 10 genes 608 that are consistently chosen. In order to measure the impact of normalization on the ability to 609 separate patients based on their ER status a standard F-score was calculated, as the ratio of 610 between-group variance to within-group variance of mean counts for the 8 ER signature 
Test Settings
Biases in Data Generation
Deviations from multinomial sampling due to biases inherent in the experimental protocol
These are often corrected for in a pre-processing step e.g. composition-bias in RNA-seq data 35, 41 Differential Abundance Test DAT See Table 1 and Methods for key to 658 abbreviations used here). 
